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ABSTRACT

The atomic C ii fine-structure line is one of the brightest lines in a typical star-forming galaxy spectrum with a
luminosity ∼0.1%–1% of the bolometric luminosity. It is potentially a reliable tracer of the dense gas distribution
at high redshifts and could provide an additional probe to the era of reionization. By taking into account the
spontaneous, stimulated, and collisional emission of the C ii line, we calculate the spin temperature and the mean
intensity as a function of the redshift. When averaged over a cosmologically large volume, we find that the C ii
emission from ionized carbon in individual galaxies is larger than the signal generated by carbon in the intergalactic
medium. Assuming that the C ii luminosity is proportional to the carbon mass in dark matter halos, we also compute
the power spectrum of the C ii line intensity at various redshifts. In order to avoid the contamination from CO
rotational lines at low redshift when targeting a C ii survey at high redshifts, we propose the cross-correlation of C ii
and 21 cm line emission from high redshifts. To explore the detectability of the C ii signal from reionization, we also
evaluate the expected errors on the C ii power spectrum and C ii-21 cm cross power spectrum based on the design
of the future millimeter surveys. We note that the C ii-21 cm cross power spectrum contains interesting features
that capture physics during reionization, including the ionized bubble sizes and the mean ionization fraction, which
are challenging to measure from 21 cm data alone. We propose an instrumental concept for the reionization C ii
experiment targeting the frequency range of ∼200–300 GHz with 1, 3, and 10 m apertures and a bolometric
spectrometer array with 64 independent spectral pixels with about 20,000 bolometers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon is one of the most abundant elements in the universe
and it is singly ionized (C ii) at 11.26 eV, an ionization energy
that is less than that of the hydrogen. With a splitting of the fine-
structure level at 91 K C ii is easily excited resulting in a line
emission at 157.7 μm through the 2P3/2 →2 P1/2 transition. It
is now well established that this line provides a major cooling
mechanism for the neutral interstellar medium (ISM; Dalgarno
& McCray 1972; Tielens & Hollenbach 1985; Wolfire et al.
1995; Lehner et al. 2004). It is present in multiple phases of
the ISM in the Galaxy (Wright et al. 1991) including the most
diffuse regions (Bock et al. 1993) and the line emission has
been detected from the photodissociation regions (PDRs) of
star-forming galaxies (Boselli et al. 2002; De Looze et al. 2011;
Nagamine et al. 2006; Stacey et al. 2010) and, in some cases,
even in z > 6 Sloan quasars (Walter et al. 2009).

The C ii line is generally the brightest emission line in star-
forming galaxy spectra and contributes to about 0.1%–1% of
the total far-infrared (FIR) luminosity (Crawford et al. 1985;
Stacey et al. 1991). Since carbon is naturally produced in stars,
C ii emission is then expected to be a good tracer of the gas
distribution in galaxies. Even if the angular resolution to resolve
the C ii emission from individual galaxies is not available, the
brightness variations of the C ii line intensity can be used to
map the underlying distribution of galaxies and dark matter
(Basu et al. 2004; Visbal & Loeb 2010; Gong et al. 2011).

Here we propose C ii intensity mapping as an alternative
avenue to probe the era of reionization, including the transi-
tion from primordial galaxies with PopIII stars alone to star

formation in the second generation of galaxies with an ISM pol-
luted by metals. C ii intensity mapping complements attempts
to study reionization with low-frequency radio experiments that
probes the 21 cm spin-flip line from neutral hydrogen. While
those experiments are sensitive to the neutral gas distribution
dominated by the intergalactic medium (IGM), C ii will probe
the onset of star formation and metal production in z ∼ 6–8
galaxies.

Recently it has also been proposed to use rotational lines
of CO molecule to probe reionization (e.g., Gong et al. 2011;
Carilli 2011; Lidz et al. 2011). CO studies have the advantage
that redshift identification is facilitated by multiple J transition
lines, while with C ii some confusion could result in the line
identification with other atomic fine-structure and molecular
lines at sub-mm and mm wavelengths. In comparison, and
based on limited observational data, C ii emission is expected
to be brighter in low mass galaxies, compared to the case
of CO luminosity. It is unclear if the galaxies present during
reionization are analogous to low-redshift dwarf galaxies or
the local ultra-luminous infrared galaxy population. At high
redshifts, we expect most of the carbon to be in C ii rather than
CO, since the high-redshift galaxies may not host significant
dust columns required to shield CO from dissociating UV
photos. Given that a CO experiment to study reionization will
involve an experiment at mid radio frequencies of 15–30 GHz,
while C ii will involve high frequencies, the two methods will
be affected by different systematics and foregrounds. Thus, a
combined approach involving multiple probes of reionization,
21 cm, CO, and C ii, would provide the best avenue to study the
z > 6 universe.
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In this paper we present an analytical calculation to predict
the C ii intensity as a function of the redshift by considering
spontaneous, stimulated and collisional emission processes
(Suginohara et al. 1999; Basu et al. 2004). This intensity changes
the brightness spectrum of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) at the frequency corresponding to the C ii line (Basu
et al. 2004). In this paper, we focus on the C ii flux from
individual galaxies where the matter density is high and the
collisional emission is the dominant process. As a check on our
analytical calculations, we also consider results derived from
numerical simulations to establish the C ii intensity. The two
approaches are generally consistent. We then consider the
measurement of the C ii intensity fluctuations resulting from
the clustering of the galaxy distribution and sources that are
present during and toward the end of reionization at z ∼ 6–8.

Experimentally, there are several challenges that one must
overcome before the C ii intensity fluctuations from high red-
shifts can be reliably established. First, higher J transitions of
CO from dense molecular gas at lower redshifts contaminate
the C ii line intensity measurements. In particular, one must
account for all of CO(2-1) to CO(13-12) emission lines from
individual narrow redshift ranges in the foreground between
0 and 6 when probing C ii fluctuations at z > 6. To the ex-
tent to which a variety of existing predictions on the CO in-
tensity can be trusted (Gong et al. 2011; Lidz et al. 2011;
Carilli 2011), we generally find that the contamination is mostly
below the level of the C ii signal. Extending previous studies
(Basu et al. 2004; Visbal & Loeb 2010; Gong et al. 2011; Lidz
et al. 2011), we propose the cross-correlation of C ii line in-
tensity mapping and 21 cm fluctuations as a way to improve
studies related to the epoch of reionization. To evaluate the de-
tectability of the C ii signal, we calculate the errors on the C ii
power spectra and C ii-21 cm cross-correlation, respectively,
based on the design of potential (sub-)millimeter surveys for
the C ii emission. For 21 cm, we consider the first-generation
experiment LOw Frequency ARray5 (LOFAR) survey as well as
the improvement expected from a second-generation experiment
like the low-frequency extension to the Square Kilometer Array
(SKA).

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we
derive the formulas to calculate the spin temperature of the
C ii line in the ISM of galaxies and the IGM. In Section 3,
we calculate the mean C ii intensity analytically and compare
it with results derived from a simulation. We show the C ii
power spectrum in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the
low-redshift contamination from CO emission lines for C ii
intensity mapping at z > 6 and in Section 6 we propose a cross-
correlation between C ii and 21 cm line intensity measurements
over the overlapping redshift ranges as a way to both distinguish
the C ii signal from the CO emission and to improve overall
constraints on reionization physics. In Section 7 we outline the
experimental parameters of a C ii spectral mapping experiment
designed to probe z ∼ 6–8 C ii intensity fluctuations and
discuss the detectability of the C ii power spectrum and the C ii
and 21 cm cross-correlation when combined with LOFAR and
SKA. We conclude with a summary of our results in Section 8.
Throughout this paper, we assume the flat ΛCDM model with
Ωm = 0.27, Ωb = 0.046, σ8 = 0.81, ns = 0.96, and h = 0.71
(Komatsu et al. 2011).
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2. THE DERIVATION OF THE SPIN TEMPERATURE
OF THE C ii EMISSION

The C ii line intensity can be generated from carbon present
in both the ISM of individual galaxies and the diffuse IGM in
between galaxies. In the ISM of galaxies, C ii is expected to be in
thermodynamic equilibrium with resonant scattering emission
off of CMB photons and the collisional emission induced by
gas in the galaxy. If the number density of gas particles ngas is
greater than a critical value ncr, the collisional excitation and de-
excitation rate would exceed that of the radiative (spontaneous
and stimulated) processes.

Since the ionization potential of carbon is 11.26 eV, below
13.6 eV of hydrogen ionization, the surrounding gas of C ii ions
can be either neutral hydrogen or electrons. However, because
the critical number density of electrons to trigger collisional
excitation ncr

e is less than 100 cm−3 while the critical number
density of neutral hydrogen for collisional excitation ncr

H is about
103 to 104 cm−3 (Malhotra et al. 2001), the electrons can collide
with C ii ions more frequently than with H i, especially in ionized
gas (Lehner et al. 2004; Suginohara et al. 1999). For simplicity
and not losing generality, we assume that the ISM is mostly
ionized in individual galaxies. Then the C ii line emission would
mainly be excited by electrons in the ISM (Suginohara et al.
1999).

On the other hand, in the diffuse IGM in between galaxies
C ii line emission will be mainly due to radiative processes such
as spontaneous emission, stimulated emission due to collisions
with CMB photons, and an UV pumping effect similar to the
Ly-α coupling for the 21 cm emission (Wouthuysen 1952; Field
1958; Hernandez-Monteagudo et al. 2006). We will focus on the
C ii emission from the ISM of galaxies first and then consider
the signal from the IGM. The latter is found to be negligible.

2.1. The C ii Spin Temperature in the ISM of Galaxies

In the ISM of galaxies, the ratio of thermal equilibrium
population of the upper level 2P3/2 and lower level 2P1/2 of
C ii fine structure line can be found by solving the statistical
balance equation

nu

nl
= BluIν + neClu

BulIν + Aul + neCul
≡ gu

gl
exp [−T�,ul/TS,ul]. (1)

Here Aul = 2.36 × 10−6 s−1 is the spontaneous emission
Einstein coefficient (Suginohara et al. 1999), Bul and Blu are the
stimulated emission and absorption coefficients, respectively,
Iν ≡ B[TCMB(z)] is the intensity of CMB at νul, ne is the number
density of electrons, and Clu and Cul are the excitation and de-
excitation collisional rates (in cm3 s−1), respectively. Note that
the UV pumping effect is neglected here and, as we discuss later,
it should not affect the result unless the UV intensity inside the
galaxy (I gal

UV) is higher than 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1 sr−1, which
is about 106 times greater than the UV background (Giallongo
et al. 1997; Haiman et al. 2000). We note that even if the
radiative coupling from UV pumping made a small contribution
to the spin temperature it would be in the same direction as the
collisional coupling since the UV color temperature follows the
gas temperature.

The second line of Equation (1) defines the excitation or
spin temperature TS,ul of the C ii line. The statistical weights
are gu = 4 and gl = 2, and T�,ul ≡ hνul/kB � 91 K is the
equivalent temperature of the level transition. The excitation
collisional rate Clu can be written as (Spitzer 1978; Osterbrock
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1989; Tayal 2008)

Clu = 8.629 × 10−6

gl
√

T e
k

γlu
(
T e

k

)
exp

(−T�,lu

T e
k

)
, (2)

where T e
k is kinetic temperature of the electron and γlu is the

effective collision strength, a dimensionless quantity.
To derive the spin temperature TS, we can use Einstein

relations glBlu = guBul and Aul = (2hν3/c2)Bul to convert both
stimulated emission coefficient Bul and absorption coefficient
Blu in terms of the spontaneous emission coefficient Aul. Also,
using the collisional balance relation

Clu

Cul
= gu

gl
exp

[ − T�,ul/T e
k

]
, (3)

we can finally write

T�,ul

TS,ul
= log

{
Aul

[
1 + (Iνc

2/2hν3)νul

]
+ neCul

Aul
(
Iνc2/2hν3

)
νul

+ neCul exp (−T�,ul/T
e
k

)
}

.

(4)

Note that the de-excitation collisional rate Cul is dependent
on the T e

k , and using Equations (2) and (3), we can calculate
the de-excitation collisional rate Cul for a fixed value of the
electron kinetic temperature. Here we adopt the values of γlu
which are calculated by the R-matrix in Keenan et al. (1986),
and they find γlu = 1.58, 1.60, and 2.11 at T e

k = 102, 103,
and 104 K, respectively. Putting all values together, we find
Cul = 3.41 × 10−7, 1.09 × 10−7, and 4.55 × 10−8 cm3 s−1 for
T e

k = 102, 103, and 104 K, respectively. This is well consistent
with the de-excitation rate of 4.6 × 10−8 cm3 s−1 at 104 K given
in Basu et al. (2004).

The deviation of the C ii spin temperature TS,ul relative to
TCMB as a function of redshift for the electron-dominated ISM
of galaxies is shown in Figure 1. We choose several values of
the electron kinetic temperature T e

k and the number density ne to
plot the spin temperature TS as a function of the redshift. We note
that although the mean number density of electrons nmean

e can be
very small (<10−2 cm−3) in a halo, the significant C ii emission
in galaxies comes from dense gas clumps which have a much
higher ne (Suginohara et al. 1999). Due to gas clumping the local
ne can be much greater than ncr

e even though nmean
e < ncr

e . Thus
we choose to assume several high ne values in our plots, but
also show the case with two low values of ne = 1 and 10 cm−3.
These values are less than ncr

e . We find the TS is almost constant
and always greater than TCMB for 0 < z < 10 in all these cases.
In Equation (4), it is easy to find that the TS depends on the
relative strength of the radiative (spontaneous and stimulated)
and collisional processes. If the spontaneous and stimulated
emission are dominant, we have TS ∼ TCMB, while TS ∼ T e

k
if collisions are dominant. Given a fixed number density ne,
the only variable that depends on redshift z in Equation (4)
is Iν(z), but the spin temperature is not strongly sensitive to
it. This implies that the collisional process is dominant in the
ISM of galaxies when compared to the resonant scattering off
of CMB photons. As we discuss next, this result is not true
for the emission of the C ii line in the diffuse IGM (Basu et al.
2004), where TS is much smaller and varies with redshift similar
to TCMB.

2.2. The C ii Spin Temperature in the Diffuse IGM

In the IGM, the collisional process becomes unimportant
since the number density of electrons and other elements are

Figure 1. C ii spin temperature T C ii
S and the TCMB in the ISM of galaxies as

a function of the redshift. To capture different ISM conditions within a large
sample of galaxies we select several pairs of the electron kinetic temperature
T e

k and the number density ne for this calculation. We find that the C ii spin
temperature is almost constant with redshift, which indicates that the collisional
process is dominant in the ISM of galaxies when compared to the radiative
processes.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

much smaller than in dense regions within the ISM of galaxies
(Basu et al. 2004). Also, the spontaneous emission and the
stimulated absorption and emission by the CMB photons are
considerable. We will also take into account UV pumping
that can enhance C ii emission. This effect is similar to the
Wouthuysen–Field effect for the 21 cm line (Wouthuysen 1952;
Field 1958; Hernandez-Monteagudo et al. 2006) and, to the
extent we are aware of, has not been discussed in the literature
previously.

At high redshifts the soft UV background at 1330 Å generated
by the first galaxies and quasars can pump the C ii ions from
the energy level 2s22p 2P1/2 to 2s2p2 2D3/2 at 1334.53 Å
and 2s22p 2P3/2 to 2s2p2 2D3/2 at 1335.66 Å. Then this
pumping effect can lead to the C ii fine-structure transitions
2D3/2 →2 P3/2 →2 P1/2, which would mix the levels of the C ii
line at 157.74 μm. The UV de-excitation and excitation rates
are given by (Field 1958)

P UV
ul = gk

gu

Akl∑
n Akn

Aku

(
c2IUV

ν

2hν3

)
νku

(5)

and

P UV
lu = gk

gl

Aku∑
n Akn

Akl

(
c2IUV

ν

2hν3

)
νkl

, (6)

where “k” stands for the level 2D3/2, gk = 4, Akl = 2.41 ×
108 s−1 and Aku = 4.76 × 107 s−1 are the Einstein coefficients
of 2D3/2 →2 P1/2 and 2D3/2 →2 P3/2, respectively (see the
NIST Web site6), and

∑
n Akn = Akl + Aku. Also, it is helpful to

define the UV color temperature TUV,ul in terms of the ratio of

6 http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/lines_form.html
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Figure 2. C ii spin temperature T Cii
S and TCMB in the diffuse IGM as a function

of the redshift. We select several pairs of the UV color temperature TUV and
the UV background intensity IUV

ν for this calculation. We find that the spin
temperature is close to TCMB at high redshifts (z > 2).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the UV de-excitation and excitation rates

P UV
lu

P UV
ul

= gu

gl
exp [−T�,ul/TUV,ul]. (7)

Then, following a similar derivation as to the case of spin
temperature in the ISM of galaxies, we find that the C ii spin
temperature in the diffuse IGM is

T�,ul

TS,ul
= log

{
Aul

[
1 +

(
Iνc

2/2hν3
)
νul

]
+ P UV

ul

Aul(Iνc2/2hν3)νul + P UV
ul exp(−T�,ul/TUV)

}
.

(8)

In Figure 2, we show the departure of TS from TCMB as a
function of the redshift. We see that the T IGM

S does not change
if TUV > 103 K when fixing IUV

ν , and it is close to TCMB at high
redshifts (z > 2). Together with Equation (8) this implies that
Aul � P UV

ul , i.e., the spontaneous and stimulated emission are
much greater than the UV pumping effect at high redshifts. By
comparing Figure 2 with Figure 1, we can see that the C ii spin
temperature in the ISM of galaxies is much larger than that of
the diffuse IGM, and T IGM

S is quite close to TCMB at high redshift
while T

gal
S is larger than TCMB.

3. THE CALCULATION OF THE C ii MEAN INTENSITY

To establish the overall intensity of the C ii line emission, we
calculate the distortion of the CMB spectrum ΔIν and take into
account the mean intensity of the C ii line emitted by the ISM
galaxies and the IGM. Considering the spontaneous, stimulated
emission, and absorption, and the expansion of the universe, we
write the radiative transfer equation as

dIν(z)

ds
= jν(z) − αν(z)Iν − 3

H (z)

c
Iν, (9)

where ds is the line element along the line of sight, and H (z) is
the Hubble parameter. The spontaneous emission and absorption
coefficients are

jν(z) = hνul

4π
nu(z)Aulφ(ν)

and

αν(z) = hνul

4π
φ(ν)(nlBlu − nuBul),

respectively, where φ(ν) is the line profile function which can
be set as delta function φ(ν ′) = δ(ν ′ − ν) if the thermal
broadening or velocity is much smaller than the frequency
resolution (Suginohara et al. 1999; Basu et al. 2004). Integrating
Equation (9) along the line of sight then gives

ΔIν =
∫

jν(z) − αν(z)Iν

(1 + z)3
ds =

∫
jν(z) − αν(z)Iν

H (z)(1 + z)4
cdz.

(10)

Using the relation of the line profile and the redshift φ(ν ′) =
φ[ν0(1 + z′)] = [(1 + z)/ν]δ(z′ − z) we can obtain the integrated
intensity of the C ii emission lines at z as

ΔIν = hc

4πH (z)(1 + z)3
Aul f

grd
C iinC ii(z)

gu

gl
exp(−T�,ul/TS,ul)

×
[

1 − exp(T�,ul/TS,ul) − 1

(2hν3/c2Iν)νul

]
, (11)

where f
grd
C ii is the fraction of C ii ions at the ground level 2P1/2.

If TS � T�(> TCMB), which is the usual case in the galaxies,
then exp(±T�,ul/TS,ul) ∼ 1, and we can find

ΔIν = hc

4πH (z)(1 + z)3

gu

gl
Aul f

grd
C iinC ii(z). (12)

If TS is much larger than T�,ul (e.g., the cases in galaxies),
f

grd
C ii � 1/3 is a good approximation, and when TS 	 T�,ul

we can set f
grd
C ii � 1 (e.g., the case of the IGM). The nC ii(z) is

the number density of the C ii ions at z, which has to be carefully
estimated for both the galaxy and IGM cases.

To calculate the C ii intensity, we now need an estimate of
the number density of the C ii ions. For the IGM case, it is
easy to calculate if we know the metallicity evolution and the
average baryonic density as a function of z. However, for the
ISM of galaxies, we also have to find the fraction of the C ii
ions which exceed the critical density to trigger the dominant
collisional emission. In the next section, we will first evaluate
the nC ii theoretically for both the ISM and IGM cases, and
then calculate nC ii using data from a simulation and compare
it to the analytical result as a check on the consistency. We also
provide an order of magnitude estimate on the z ∼ 6–8 C ii
mean intensity using scaling relations such as those involving
star formation rate (SFR) and the total far-IR luminosity of
galaxies.

3.1. The Analytic Estimation

We start by writing

nC ii(z) = fC ii(z)ZCn̄gas(z), (13)

where ZC = XCZC

, ZC


 = 3.7 × 10−4 is the solar carbon
abundance (Basu et al. 2004), and we assume XC = 1 in the
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Figure 3. Mean intensity of C ii emission line from the ISM gas in galaxies as a
function of the redshift. We find that the electron collisional emission saturates
when ne � 102 cm−3 and T e

k � 103 K.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

galaxy and XC = 10−2 in the IGM (Savaglio 1997; Aguirre
& Schaye 2005; Kramer et al. 2010). The fC ii(z) = Z/Z
(z)
is the global metallicity at different redshift, and we use an
approximated relation Z/Z
(z) = 10−0.4z in our calculation,
which assumes that the present mean metallicity of the universe
is equal to the solar metallicity (note that this assumption may
overestimate the metallicity at low redshifts) and the carbon
atoms are totally ionized to be C ii. This relation is consistent
with the observational data from the damped Ly-α absorbers
(DLAs) metallicity measurements, which covers the redshift
range from 0.09 to 3.9 (Kulkarni et al. 2005), and also matches
a previous theoretical estimation (Pei et al. 1995, 1999; Malaney
& Chaboyer 1996).

The n̄gas(z) in Equation (13) is the mean number density of
the gas, which, for the IGM case, is just the baryon density,
n̄b(z) = 2 × 10−7(1 + z)3 cm−3. For the ISM of galaxies,
we use n̄gas(z) = f hot

gas f
cr
gasn̄b(z), where f cr

gas is the fraction of
the gas that is present in dense environments of the ISM and
satisfies ngas � ncr (Suginohara et al. 1999). The value of f cr

gas
depends on the gas clumping within the ISM of galaxies and
the Jeans mass (Fukugita & Kawasaki 1994; Suginohara et al.
1999). We find f cr

gas is about 0.1 at z = 6 and decreases slowly
at higher redshifts in our simulation (Santos et al. 2010). For
simplicity, we just take f cr

gas = 0.1 to be the case for all galaxies
independent of the redshift. As is clear, this parameter is the
least uncertain of the calculation we present here. Observations
with Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
and other facilities of Herschel galaxy samples will eventually
narrow down this value.

The fraction of the “hot” gas (T > 103 K) in halos f hot
gas is

also included here, since the main contribution of C ii emission
comes from the gas with T > 103 K (see Figure 3). We find the
fraction is around 0.3 and remains constant from z = 8 to 6 in
the De Lucia catalog (De Lucia & Blaizot 2007), which is used
to derive the C ii number density from the simulation in the next
subsection. As we are computing the mean intensity expected in

Figure 4. Mean intensity of C ii emission line from carbon in the IGM as a
function of the redshift. The intensity here is much smaller than that of ISM in
galaxies since the spin temperature is close to the CMB temperature and the gas
density is much lower than galaxy ISM.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

a cosmological survey, n̄gas is the number density for galaxies in
a large space volume instead of one individual galaxy and thus
we can still use n̄b for the ISM of galaxies.

In Figure 3, we plot an analytical estimate of intensity of C ii
emission line from the ISM of galaxies as a function of redshift.
We select the same pairs of T e

k and ne as in the Figure 1. We
see that the intensity is practically independent of the electron
number density and the temperature when ne > 102 cm−3 and
T e

k > 103 K, e.g., the signal is only seen in emission and is
essentially proportional to the C ii density (see Equation (12)).
Even for ne = 1 and 10 cm−3 which is less than the ncr

e , we still
find a significant intensity for the C ii emission from the ISM of
galaxies.

In Figure 4, we show the same for carbon in the diffuse IGM.
We find the IC ii

ν from the IGM is much smaller than that from
galaxies, and I

gal
C ii/I

IGM
C ii � 104 for all cases we consider at all

redshifts. This is because the C ii spin temperature and the C ii
abundance in the ISM of galaxies are much larger than that in
the diffuse IGM. Thus the C ii emission from IGM can be safely
neglected, and hereafter we will just take into account the C ii
emission from the ISM of galaxies when discussing intensity
fluctuations.

Note the line intensity measurements of individual galaxies
are generally described with PDR models using the number
density and the UV intensity within the ISM, instead of
number density and temperature as we use here (Malhotra et al.
2001). We depart from the PDR modeling approach as we are
considering global models that are appropriate for cosmological
observations and are not attempting to model the properties of
line emission from individual galaxies. It is likely that future
work will need to improve our model by making use of a more
accurate description of the stellar mass function and the star
formation history of each of the galaxies in a large cosmological
simulation by performing calculations to determine Te given
the UV intensity field dominated by the massive, bright stars.
When making predictions related to the C ii intensity power
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Figure 5. Mass in metals MZ as a function of the halo mass M at z = 8. The
solid lines show the mean relation (blue center line) and ±1σ relation (green
lines). The red dots denote the mean value of the scattering (gray region) when
binned to 150 logarithmic intervals in halo mass.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

spectrum (Section 4), we take as default values Te = 1000 K
and ne = 100 cm−3. These values are fully consistent with
the findings of Malhotra et al. (2001), where they find for 60
normal star-forming galaxies, the values of T ∼ 225 to 1400 K
and n ∼ 102 to 104 cm−3.

3.2. Intensity Estimated from Numerical Simulations

Since the evolution of the metallicity and the critical fraction
of the gas f cr

gas are hard to estimate, the number density of
the C ii ions nC ii is not well determined analytically for the
case involving C ii emission from the ISM of galaxies. So we
use results derived from a numerical simulation to check the
analytical estimation. To do this we first derive the expected C ii
mass, MC ii, in a halo with mass M at a given redshift. Then, by
integrating over all possible halo masses in a given volume, we
estimate the C ii mass for that same volume.

To find MC ii(z) with simulations, we make use of the galaxy
catalog from De Lucia & Blaizot (2007). This catalog is obtained
by post-processing the Millennium dark matter simulation with
semi-analytical models of galaxy formation (Springel et al.
2005), and has the metal content in each of four different
components: stars, cold gas, hot gas, and an ejected component.
In this calculation we will assume that the C ii emission comes
from the hot gas component which has a temperature of about
105–107 K. However, according to Obreschkow et al. (2009a),
some of the gas in galactic disks which is considered as cold
gas (T ≈ 102–103 K) in the De Lucia catalog should actually
be warm (T ≈ 104 K) and ionized. So we will also consider the
case where 10% of this cold gas from the De Lucia & Blaizot
(2007) simulation is recategorized as warm and thus contribute
to the C ii luminosity.

In Figure 5 we plot the mass in metals MZ as a function
of the halo mass M for the hot gas only case. There is some
scatter, specially at the low mass end, but note that if the
experimental volume is large enough, we will be observing a
large number density of galaxies such that the total MZ should
approach the average. The average relation between MZ and
halo mass M can be parameterized in the form MZ(M) =
M0(M/Mc)b(1 + M/Mc)−d . At z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8,

Figure 6. C ii proper number density as a function of redshift. The red solid
line is derived from our simulation with just hot gas contributing to LC ii, the
yellow dotted line is our analytic result, and the blue spots are obtained from
the simulation using both the hot gas and the warm gas (10% of the cold gas in
the galaxies; see the text for details).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

these parameters take the values M0 = 1.1 × 109, 1.0 × 109,
and 1.6 × 109, Mc = 3.5 × 1011, 3.5 × 1011, and 3.7 × 1011,
b = 3.6, 3.4, and 3.4, and d = 3.25, 3.1, and 3.6, respectively.

At high ISM temperatures with T > 100 K we assume carbon
is ionized, so we have MC ii = f C


 MZ where f C

 = 0.21 is the

carbon fraction of the mass in metals in the Sun (Arnett 1996).
By taking into account the expected number of halos, we can
obtain nC ii as

nsim
C ii(z) =

∫ Mmax

Mmin

dM
dn

dM

MC ii(M, z)

mc
, (14)

where mc is the atomic carbon mass, M is the halo mass and
dn/dM is the halo mass function (Sheth & Tormen 1999). The
integration is made from Mmin = 108 M
 h−1 to Mmax =
1013 M
 h−1, and Mmin is the minimum mass of the dark matter
halo that can host galaxies. Note that the result is insensitive
to the exact value of Mmax since halos with M > 1013 are rare
due to the exponential term in the halo mass function. From
the previous section we can safely assume that the spin temper-
ature is saturated (e.g., the C ii is only seen in emission) so that
we now have all the ingredients to calculate the signal using the
simulation values.

In Figure 6, we show the number density of the C ii ions
nsim

C ii(z) using the simulation result. We find our analytic result
(black dashed line) is well consistent with that derived from
the simulation especially at high redshift. The departure at low
redshift in our analytical calculation is reasonable since the hot
gas fraction f hot

gas should be higher at low redshifts because of the
higher SFR.

Assuming that only the hot gas component of De Lucia &
Blaizot (2007) contribute to the C ii line luminosity, LC ii, our
two calculational methods differ by a factor of a few; however,
after adding the warm component, the analytical result of
the previous section match the numerical values at z > 6 where
we are especially interested. The difference is again the same for
the mean intensity of the C ii emission shown in Figure 7. Again,
we find that the C ii emission saturates when ne � 102 cm−3

and T e
k � 103 K. For higher values, C ii intensity is almost

independent of ne and T e
k .
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Figure 7. Mean intensity of C ii emission line from the outputs obtained from
the De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) simulation at several different redshifts. The
yellow dotted line is our analytic result, and the blue spots are obtained from
the simulation with the hot and warm gas contributing to the LC ii. The yellow
line and the blue spot were calculated with ne = 103 cm−3 and T e

k = 104 K.
The other lines are derived from the simulation assuming that only the hot gas
contributes to the LC ii.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3.3. Intensity Estimated from Observed Scaling Relations

At z ∼ 7, our calculations involving either analytical or
through De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) simulations suggest a
mean intensity of about 100–500 Jy sr−1 with a preferred
value around 200 Jy sr−1. We can use an approach based on
observed scaling relations, similar to the approach used by
Carilli (2011) to estimate the mean CO(1-0) intensity during
reionization, to estimate the mean C ii intensity. We begin
with the SFR from z ∼ 6 to 8. While estimates exist in the
literature from Lyman break galaxy (LBG) dropouts (Bouwens
et al. 2008), such estimates only allow a lower estimate of the
SFR as the luminosity functions are limited to the bright-end of
galaxies and the slope at the low-end is largely unknown and
could be steeper than indicated by existing measurements. An
independent estimate of the SFR during reionization involves
the use of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) (Kistler et al. 2009).
Together, LBG and GRB SFRs lead to a range of 0.01 to 0.1
M
 yr−1 Mpc−3 at z ∼ 7.

We can convert this SFR to the C ii luminosity of ∼3 × 1040

to ∼3 × 1041 erg s−1 using the observed scaling relation of De
Looze et al. (2011) for low-redshift galaxies when averaging
over 100 Mpc3 volumes. We also get a result consistent with
this estimate when converting the SFR to total integrated FIR
luminosity and then assuming that 10−2 to 10−3 of the LFIR
appears in C ii Stacey et al. (2010), again consistent with z ∼ 2
redshift galaxy samples. Once again we note that our estimate is
uncertain if either the SFR to C ii luminosity calibration evolves
with redshift or the C ii to FIR luminosity ratio evolves with
redshift. The above range with an order of magnitude uncertainty
in the SFR, and subject to uncertain evolution in observed
scaling relations from z ∼ 2 to 7, corresponds to an intensity
of 40–400 Jy sr−1 at z ∼ 7. This range is consistent with our
independent estimate, but could be improved in the near future
with C ii and continuum measurements of high-redshift galaxy
samples with ALMA.

4. THE C ii INTENSITY POWER SPECTRUM

The C ii intensity we have calculated is just the mean intensity,
so in this section we will discuss spatial variations in the intensity
and consider the power spectrum of the C ii emission line as a
measure of it. This power spectrum captures the underlying
matter distribution and if C ii line intensity fluctuations can be
mapped at z > 6, the line intensity power spectrum can be
used to probe the spatial distribution of galaxies present during
reionization.

Since the C ii emission from the ISM of galaxies will naturally
trace the underlying cosmic matter density field, we can write
the C ii line intensity fluctuations due to galaxy clustering as

δIC ii
ν = b̄C iiĪ

C ii
ν δ(x), (15)

where ĪC ii
ν is the mean intensity of the C ii emission line from

the last section, δ(x) is the matter over-density at the location x,
and b̄C ii is the average galaxy bias weighted by C ii luminosity
(see e.g., Gong et al. 2011).

Following Equation (14) and taking into account that the
fluctuations in the halo number density will be a biased tracer
of the dark matter, the average bias can be written as (Visbal &
Loeb 2010)

b̄C ii(z) =
∫ Mmax

Mmin
dM dn

dM
MC ii(M)b(z,M)∫ Mmax

Mmin
dM dn

dM
MC ii(M)

, (16)

where b(z,M) is the halo bias and dn/dM is the halo mass
function (Sheth & Tormen 1999). We take Mmin = 108 M
 h−1

and Mmax = 1013 M
 h−1. Then we can obtain the clustering
power spectrum of the C ii emission line

P clus
C ii (z, k) = b̄2

C iiĪ
2
C iiPδδ(z, k), (17)

where Pδδ(z, k) is the matter power spectrum.
The shot-noise power spectrum, due to discretization of the

galaxies, is also considered here. It can be written as (Gong et al.
2011)

P shot
C ii (z) =

∫ Mmax

Mmin

dM
dn

dM

(
LC ii

4πD2
L

y(z)D2
A

)2

, (18)

where DL is the luminosity distance, DA is the comoving angular
diameter distance and y(z) = dχ/dν = λC ii(1 + z)2/H (z),
where χ is the comoving distance, ν is the observed frequency,
λC ii is the rest frame wavelength of the C ii line. The LC ii is
the C ii luminosity which can be derived from the IC ii

ν , and we
assume LC ii(M, z) = B ×MZ(M, z) [L
] and finally find B =
100.63, 100.36, and 100.17 at z = 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The
total C ii power spectrum is P tot

C ii(z, k) = P clus
C ii (z, k) + P shot

C ii (z).
In Figure 8, as an example we plot the clustering, shot-noise

and total power spectrum of the C ii emission at z = 6, z = 7,
and z = 8. Using the Halofit code (Smith et al. 2003), we
calculate the nonlinear matter power spectrum. In order to
calculate the intensity of the C ii line we use T e

k = 103 K
and ne = 102 cm−3, which are a possible representation of the
conditions at which C ii emits in the galaxies (Malhotra et al.
2001).

For comparison, the C ii power spectrum estimated by other
works are also shown here. The blue dash-dotted line denotes
the P tot

C ii derived from the relation LC ii/LCO(1−0) � 104 (De
Breuck et al. 2011), and the LCO(1−0) is from the calculation of

7
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Figure 8. Clustering, shot-noise, and total power spectrum of C ii emission line at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8. The red solid, dashed, and dotted lines denote the C ii
total, clustering, and shot-noise power spectrum, respectively. The P clus

C ii is estimated from the simulation with only the hot gas contributing to LC ii, and we assuming
that T e

k = 103 K and ne = 102 cm−3 here. The green dashed lines are the 1σ error of the C ii power spectrum which are derived from the 1σ error of Mz–M relation
in Figure 5. The error bars and noise power spectrum (red long-dashed line) in the top left and top right panels are estimated with 1 m and 10 m aperture for C ii
line, respectively. The magenta long dashed line is derived from the C ii luminosity estimated by Visbal & Loeb (2010). The blue dash-dotted line is estimated via the
relation LC ii/LCO(1−0) � 104. The bottom left and bottom right panels are the same plots but with the error bars on the total power spectrum.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Visbal & Loeb (2010). The magenta long dashed line is the P tot
C ii

evaluated via the C ii luminosity derived from Visbal & Loeb
(2010).

As expected the C ii power spectrum is larger than the
CO(1-0) power spectrum calculated in Gong et al. (2011).
Note that the CO intensities predicted by Gong et al. (2011)
should be corrected by a factor of 1/(1 + z) which comes from
a missing conversion factor between the CO flux obtained from
Obreschkow et al. (2009b) and the actual CO(1-0) luminosity.
Although this correction further reduces the CO signal, we point
out that the model we assumed for the CO luminosity as a

function of the halo mass generates a steep dependence at the
low mass end. If we use a less steep model at the low end of
halo masses (M < 1010 M
 h−1), where the simulation has a
large scatter, such as LCO(1−0) ∝ Mhalo, then the CO signal can
increase by a factor of a few, partially compensating the 1/(1+z)
correction.

Comparing the CO(1-0) power spectrum (using the 1/(1 + z)
correction but keeping the luminosity model used in Gong et al.
2011) with the C ii one with its density estimated using only
the hot gas component from the simulation implies a luminosity
relation of LC ii/LCO(1−0) ≈ 4 × 104 when z ∼ 6 reducing

8
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to below 104 when z ∼ 8. The observational value for this
relation as valid for 0 < z < 2 is LC ii/LCO(1−0) = 4100
as obtained by (Stacey et al. 1991; see also Stacey et al.
2010). However detections of C ii emission from star-forming
galaxies at z > 6 are almost non-existent and there is a strong
possibility for an evolution with redshift for this relation. For
the handful of galaxies studied, the possibility for evolution
is supported by the LC ii/LCO(1−0) � 104 value derived for
LESS J033229.4-275619 at z = 4.76 (De Breuck et al. 2011),
which is one of the highest redshift C ii detections in a sub-mm-
selected, star-formation-dominated galaxy by far, though higher
redshift detections are soon expected as part of Herschel follow-
up campaigns. In Figure 8 we show that this observational
ratio (blue dash-dotted line) is consistent with our direct C ii
prediction from the simulation with the hot gas case (red solid
line) around 1σ level (green dashed lines, calculated using the
1σ error of the MZ–M relation). The noise power spectrum and
the error bars are estimated for an assumed (sub-)millimeter
survey, which we will discuss in some detail in Section 7.

The luminosity formula in Visbal & Loeb (2010) based on
the observed sub-mm and mm emission line ratios (see below
for CO version) can also be used to calculate the C ii power
spectrum as a function of the redshift, but it leads to a result
(long dashed magenta line) that is smaller than that estimated
by the LC ii–LCO(1−0) relation (blue dash-dotted line) and our
C ii power spectrum. This is effectively due to a difference in
the calibration with CO(1-0) luminosity from M82 and C ii
luminosity from a sample of low-redshift galaxies (Malhotra
et al. 2001). The ratio LC ii/LCO(1−0) can be as low as 1.6 × 103

for luminous low-redshift galaxies such ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs) (Stacey et al. 2010). This sets a lower bound
on the LC ii estimation if we assume that z > 6 galaxies are
analogous to local ULIRGs.

In Figure 9, we plot the intensity maps of the C ii emission at
z = 6, 7, and 8 using De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) simulations to
calculate the C ii line intensities to show what the sky looks like
at each of these redshifts when mapped with C ii. The emission
can be traced to individual galaxies. Each of these maps spans
3 deg in each direction and the color bar to the right shows the
intensity scaling in units of Jy sr−1. Note the large reduction in
the maximum intensity from z = 6 to z = 8 due to the decrease
in the overall abundance of metal content in the ISM of galaxies
at high redshifts.

5. CO CONTAMINATION TO C ii LINE
INTENSITY VARIATIONS

When attempting to observe the z > 6 C ii line intensity vari-
ations, the same observations will become sensitive to variations
in the intensity of other emission lines along the line of sight. In
particular low-redshift variations will be imprinted by a variety
of CO transitions. This foreground line contamination distorts
the C ii signal and introduces additional corrections to the mea-
sured power spectrum, which will not be due to C ii alone.

As an example here we will focus on the contamination from
the CO lines as we expect those intensities to be of the same
order of magnitude as the C ii line intensity. Given the difference
in the C ii rest frequency and those of the CO spectrum for
each of the transitions, for a given redshift targeting C ii line
emission, the frequency of observations and the bandwidth of
the observations will correspond to a certain low redshift range
in which contaminating CO contribution will be present. Here
we calculate the CO power spectrum following Visbal & Loeb

Figure 9. Sky maps of the C ii emission at z = 6, 7, and 8 from top to bottom,
respectively, using De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) simulations to calculate the C ii
line intensities. Each of these maps spans 3 deg in each direction and the color
bar to the right shows the intensity scaling in units of Jy sr−1.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(2010) with a CO luminosity formula as the function of the
redshift and halo mass (Visbal & Loeb 2010)

LCO(m−n) = 6.6 × 106

(
Rline

3.8 × 106

)(
M

1010 M


)

×
(

1 + z

7

)3/2
f∗

εduty
L
, (19)
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Figure 10. Contaminated C ii total power spectrum P cont
C ii (black solid lines) at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8. The C ii total power spectrum P tot

C ii is calculated from the hot
gas in the simulation (red solid line; note that the P cont

C ii and P tot
C ii are almost overlapped at z = 6 and z = 7 because of the relatively smaller CO line contamination).

The other long dashed and green dotted lines are calculated with the LCO(m−n) given in Visbal & Loeb (2010). The green dotted lines from upper to lower are CO(7-6),
CO(8-7)... CO(13-12), respectively.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

where Rline is the ratio of SFR and the luminosity for a emission
line, f∗ = 0.1 is the fraction of gas in a halo that can form
stars, and εduty = 0.1 is the duty cycle which is canceled when
computing the CO intensity in Visbal & Loeb (2010).

We find this formula has some deviations from the results
of our previous simulations (Gong et al. 2011), but it is still
a good approximation when considering the halo mass range
108 < M < 1013 M
 h−1 in which we perform the calculation.
The advantage of this formula is that we can calculate the
luminosity of the CO lines at an arbitrary halo mass and redshift.
Also, note that we take LCO ∼ M instead of LCO ∼ MCO when
calculating the large-scale structure bias factor of CO emitting
galaxies.

We show how the CO contamination for C ii intensity mea-
surements from a variety of redshift ranges for J = 2 − 1 to
J = 13 − 12 transitions of CO combine in Figure 10. The fre-
quency of the C ii line which is emitted at high redshift, e.g.,
z = 7, will be redshifted to ν0 = νC ii/(1 + z) � 237 GHz
at present. As shown in Figure 10 the main contamination is
from the first five CO lines, CO(2-1) to CO(6-5), and the con-
tamination of the CO lines provide about 2% and 30% to the
total intensity power spectrum at z = 7 and z = 8, respectively,
for large scales (k < 1 h−1 Mpc). The black solid lines shown
in the plot are the contaminated C ii total power spectrum for
the hot gas case of our simulation, which is the sum of the C ii
total power spectrum P tot

C ii(k) (red solid line) and the CO to-
tal power spectrum P tot

CO(k) (dashed and dotted lines). At small
scales (k > 1 h−1 Mpc), the shot noise becomes the dominant
component in the power spectrum, and we find the shot noise of

the C ii emission is generally greater than that of the CO emis-
sion. We note that this result is likely subject to assumptions on
the CO luminosity caused by the CO luminosity we use, since
the CO luminosity and especially the CO-luminosity–halo-mass
relation. We find a weaker dependence on the halo mass than
Visbal & Loeb (2010) in our C ii emission model.

The other atomic fine-structure emission lines at longer
wavelengths than C ii, for example N ii at 205 μm and C i with
370 and 609 μm can also contaminate C ii emission. The ratios
of LC ii/LN ii and LC ii/LC i are about 8 ∼ 10 according to the
observations (Malhotra et al. 2001; Oberst et al. 2006), while
their luminosities are either comparable or slightly lower than
the CO luminosity. A C ii study of reionization will also involve
cross-correlation studies at low redshifts to untangle various
line contaminations. In a future paper we will return to such a
study using a numerical setup of a C ii experiment of the type
we propose here.

6. CROSS-CORRELATION STUDIES BETWEEN C ii
AND 21 cm OBSERVATIONS

Since the above described CO contamination lines come from
different redshifts it is necessary that any C ii mapping experi-
ment be considered with another tracer of the same high-redshift
universe. In particular, low-frequency radio interferometers now
target the z > 6 universe by probing the neutral hydrogen dis-
tribution via the 21 cm spin-flip transition. Thus, we consider
the cross-correlation of the C ii line and the 21 cm emission at
the same redshift to eliminate the low-redshift contamination,
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Figure 11. Power spectrum of 21 cm emission at z = 6, 7, and 8. The error bars in the left panel are estimated with a setup similar to LOFAR while the ones in the
right panel are from a setup similar to SKA.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

foregrounds, and to obtain a combined probe of the high-redshift
universe with two techniques that complement each other. We
expect a strong correlation between the C ii and 21 cm lines
because they both trace the same underlying density field and
such a cross-correlation will be insensitive to CO lines since
they are from different redshift which depart far away from
each other. There could still be lower order effects, such as due
to radio foregrounds. For example, the same galaxies that are
bright in CO could also harbor active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
that are bright in radio and be present as residual point sources
in the 21 cm data. Then the cross-correlation will contain the
joint signal related to low-redshift CO emission and the resid-
ual point source radio flux from 21 cm observations. The issue
of foregrounds and foreground removal for both C ii alone and
joint C ii and 21 cm studies are beyond the scope of this paper.
We plan to return to such a topic in an upcoming paper (M. Silva
et al. in preparation).

Here we calculate the power spectra for the C ii-21 cm
correlation using the correlation between the matter density
field and the 21 cm brightness temperature obtained from a
simulation made using the Simfast21 code (Santos et al. 2010),
with the further modifications described in Santos et al. (2011)
to take into account the unresolved halos. This code uses a
semi-numerical scheme in order to simulate the 21 cm signal
from the Reionization Epoch. The simulation generated has
boxes with a resolution of 18003 cells and a size of L = 1 Gpc.
With an ionizing efficiency of 6.5 we have obtained the mean
neutral fraction of 0.05, 0.35, and 0.62 and an average brightness
temperature of 0.63 mK, 6.44 mK, and 14.41 mK for z = 6,
z = 7, and z = 8, respectively. The power spectrum of 21 cm
emission is also shown in Figure 11, the blue dashed error bars
are estimated from the LOFAR and the red solid ones are from
the SKA (see Table 2 for experimental parameters).

In Figure 12, we show the cross power spectrum of the C ii
and 21 cm emission line (red thick lines) and 1σ uncertainty
(red thin lines) at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8. The error bars of the

cross power spectrum are obtained by the assumed millimeter
spectrometric survey with 1 m and 10m aperture for C ii line and
LOFAR (left panel) and SKA (right panel) for 21 cm emission.
Note that the correlation is negative on large scales (small k)
when the correlation between the ionization fraction and the
matter density dominates and positive on small scales when
the matter density auto-correlation is dominating. This can be
seen by looking at the expression for the cross-power spectrum,
which to linear order is given by

PC ii,H i(z, k) ∝ 4/3(1 − x̄i)Pδδ − x̄iPδxδ, (20)

where x̄i is the average ionization fraction and Pδxδ is the cross
power spectrum of the ionized fraction and the dark matter. To
show the cross-correlation illustratively, we also plot the cross-
correlation coefficient at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8 in Figure 13,
which is estimated by rC ii,H i(k) = PC ii,H i(k)/

√
PC ii(k)PHI(k).

The typical ionized bubble size can be reflected by the scale
that rC ii,H i(k) rises up from −1 toward zero. As indicated
by the rC ii,H i(k) at z = 6, 7, and 8 in the top panels of
Figure 13, the ionized bubble size at z = 6 is greater than that
at z = 7 and 8 which is consistent with the current reionization
scenario.

7. OUTLINE OF A C ii INTENSITY MAPPING
EXPERIMENT

We now discuss the requirements on an instrument designed
to measure the C ii line intensity variations and the power spec-
trum at z > 6. Here we provide a sketch of a possible instrument
design including calculated noise requirements based on current
technology; a detailed design study will be left to future work
as our concept is further developed.

An experiment designed to statistically measure the C ii
transition at high redshift requires a combination of a large
survey area and low spectral resolution; because of this, the
use of an interferometer array such as the one suggested in
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Figure 12. Cross power spectrum of the C ii and the 21 cm emission line at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8. The red dashed lines denote the negative correlations while
the red solid lines denote positive correlations. The 1σ errors are also shown in thin red lines. Here we just consider the 21 cm signal from the IGM, since the 21 cm
signal from neutral gas in galaxies is about 10−4 of the IGM signal (Gong et al. 2011). The error bars in the left panel are estimated using the (sub-) millimeter survey
with a 1 m aperture for C ii line with a setup similar to LOFAR for 21 cm measurements, while 10 m aperture for C ii line with a setup similar to SKA for 21 cm
measurements in the right panel.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 13. Cross-correlation coefficient of the C ii and 21 cm emission for 1 m and 10 m aperture at z = 6, z = 7, and z = 8. The error bars of r are also shown
(red solid), and the blue dashed ones are the contribution from the 21 cm emission with the LOFAR (left panel) and with the SKA (right panel). We find the 21 cm
noise dominates the errors at z = 6 and 7. In the two top panels, the rC ii,H i(k) at z = 7 (green dashed) and z = 8 (cyan dotted) are also shown to denote to show the
evolution of the ionized bubble size at these redshifts relative to z = 6. As expected, the bubble size is greater at z = 6 than that at z = 7 and 8.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Gong et al. (2011) for CO seems impractical. Instead we opt for
a single aperture scanning experiment employing a diffraction
grating and bolometer array in order to provide large throughput.
A set of useful equations are outlined in the Appendix to convert
from bolometer noise to the noise of the actual intensity power
spectrum measurement.

For proper sampling of the C ii signal on cosmological scales
and cross-correlation with 21 cm experiments, we would require
at minimum a survey area of 16 deg2 and a free spectral range
(FSR) of 20 GHz. At a redshift of z = 7, a box 4 deg on a
side and 20 GHz deep corresponds to a rectangular box with a
comoving angular width of 443 Mpc h−1 and a depth along the
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Table 1
Experimental Parameters for a Possible C ii Mapping Instrument

Aperture Diameter (m) 1 3 10

Survey Area (AS; deg2) 16 16 16
Total integration time (hours) 4000 4000 4000
Free spectral range (Bν ; GHz) 185−310 185−310 185−310
Freq. resolution (δν ; GHz) 0.4 0.4 0.4
Number of bolometers 20,000 20,000 20,000
Number of spectral channels 312 312 312
Number of spatial pixels 64 64 64
Beam sizea (θbeam; FWHM, arcmin) 4.4 1.5 0.4
Beams per survey areaa 2.6 × 103 2.3 × 104 2.6 × 105

σpix: Noise per detector sensitivitya (Jy
√

s/sr) 2.5 × 106 2.5 × 106 2.5 × 106

tobs
pix : Integration time per beama (hours) 100 11 1.0

z = 6 Vpix (Mpc h−1)3 217.1 24.1 2.2
z = 7 Vpix (Mpc h−1)3 332.9 37.0 3.3
z = 8 Vpix (Mpc h−1)3 481.3 53.5 4.8

z = 6 P C ii
N (Jy sr−1)2 (Mpc h−1)3 5.4×109 5.4×109 5.3×109

z = 7 P C ii
N (Jy sr−1)2 (Mpc h−1)3 4.8×109 4.9×109 4.8×109

z = 8 P C ii
N (Jy sr−1)2 (Mpc h−1)3 4.4×109 4.4×109 4.3×109

Note. a Values computed at 238 GHz, corresponding to C ii at z = 7.

line of sight of 175 Mpc h−1. However, since larger FSRs are
easily achieved with diffraction grating architectures and would
allow for better measurement of the reionization signal and
separation of its foregrounds, the instrumental concept presented
here covers the 220 GHz atmospheric window with an FSR of
125 GHz. Concretely, covering from 185 to 310 GHz with a
spectral resolution of 0.4 GHz allows measurement of C ii in
the range 5.1 � z � 9.3 with a smallest redshift interval Δz
of 0.01.

The integration time per beam on the sky required to survey
a fixed area depends on a number of parameters including the
size of the aperture, the number of independent spatial pixels in
the spectrometer, and the bandwidth of each spectral element.
Changing the survey area or bandwidth will affect the minimum
k values probed in the three-dimensional power spectrum as
well as the number of modes used in the error calculation. To
generate concrete examples in this discussion, we concentrate
on calculating the C ii power spectrum at z = 6, 7, and 8 and
assume that we will make use of 20 GHz effective bandwidths
at frequencies centered at these redshifts; such effective bands
are readily achieved by summing neighboring high resolution
spectral bins. At z = 7, for example, a 20 GHz bandwidth
corresponds to a Δz = 0.62. Averaging over a larger spectral
window to reduce noise will make the cosmological evolution
along the observational window non-negligible.

To understand the effect of spatial resolution on this mea-
surement we consider three possible primary aperture sizes of
1, 3, and 10 m; the resulting instrumental parameters are listed
in Table 1. These apertures correspond to yield beams of 4.4,
1.5, and 0.4 arcmin and comoving spatial resolutions of 8.3,
2.8, and 0.8 Mpc h−1 at an observing frequency of 238 GHz
(z = 7), respectively. These apertures probe the linear scales
(k < 1.0 h−1 Mpc) and are well matched to 21 cm experiments.
In this experimental setup light from the aperture is coupled to
an imaging grating dispersive element illuminating a focal plane
of bolometers, similar to the Z-Spec spectrometer but with an
imaging axis (Naylor et al. 2003; Bradford et al. 2009).

We assume a fixed spectral resolution of ∼500 km s−1

(=0.4 GHz as discussed above) in each of the three cases

giving a spatial resolution of 3.5 Mpc h−1 and a maximum k
mode of k ≈ 0.91 h−1 Mpc. Current technology can allow
fabrication of ∼20,000 bolometers in a single focal plane; for
the instrument concept we freeze the number of detectors at this
value. The spectrometric sensitivity of the grating spectrometer
design is estimated using a model of the instrument which
includes loading from the CMB, atmosphere and instrument
contributions assuming realistic temperatures and emissivities
for each.

As an example, using equations in the Appendix, for a 3 m
aperture at 238 GHz and an NEPDet = 1 × 10−18 W HZ−1/2,
a value readily achieved using current detector technology, we
find a noise equivalent flux density (NEFD) of 0.42 Jy s1/2

per pixel per spectral resolution element. This NEFD can then
be converted to the units of Jy s1/2/sr used in Table 1 by
multiplication by the solid angle of the telescope response. For
observations corresponding to z = 7, this results in a noise per
pixel of 2.5 × 106 Jy s1/2/sr.

These noise power spectra based on Table 1 are shown for the
1 and 10 m aperture in Figure 8. The proposed C ii experiments
involve three different apertures at 1, 3, and 10 m, but all three
options make use of the same spectrometer with a total ∼20,000
bolometers that make up 64 individual pixels on the sky. The
statistical detection shown in Figure 8 using the instrumental
parameters listed in Table 1 can be obtained by noting that
the error on each of the binned power spectrum measurements
is ΔP = (P C ii

N + PC ii)/
√

Nm, where PC ii is the C ii power
spectrum, including shot-noise and Nm is the number of k-modes
available for each power spectrum measurement.

The noise parameters are such that with an integration time
of 4000 hr the C ii power spectrum at z = 6 is detected with

a signal-to-noise ratio, S/N =
√∑

bins
(P (k)

ΔP (k))2 , of 12.6, 13.2,
and 13.5 for 1, 3, and 10 m aperture cases, respectively. The
corresponding values for z = 7 are 2.2, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively,
while at z = 8 the signal-to-noise ratios are less than 1 for all
three options.

For the cross-correlation with 21 cm data, we assume that
observations will be conducted in overlapping areas on the
sky by both the C ii and the 21 cm experiment. This is a
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Table 2
Sensitivities of LOFAR and SKA 21 cm Experiments at 150 MHz

Instrument LOFAR SKA

FoV (deg2) 25 25
Bandwidth (MHz) 12 12
Freq. resolution (MHz) 0.25 0.25
System temperature (K) 449 369
Maximum baseline (m) 2000 5000
Total integration time (hours) 1000 4000
Total collecting area at 150 MHz (m2) 2.46×104 1.4×106

z = 6 P 21 cm
N (K2 (Mpc h−1)3) 7.8×10−1 1.0×10−3

z = 7 P 21 cm
N (K2 (Mpc h−1)3) 1.0 1.5×10−3

z = 8 P 21 cm
N (K2 (Mpc h−1)3) 1.4 2.3×10−3

necessary feature of cross-correlation study leading to some
coordination between two experiments. We reduce both data
sets to a common, and a lower resolution cube in frequency
and count the total number of common modes contributing to a
given bin in k space using the same method for noise calculation
as in Gong et al. (2011). The error in a given k bin can be written
as

√
(P 2

C ii,H + PC iiPH)/(2Nm(k)), where Nm(k) is the number
of modes falling in that bin.

When describing the 21 cm observations we assume sensitiv-
ities similar to LOFAR with parameters Atot = 2.46 × 104 m2

and Tsys = 449 K at 150 MHz, bandwidth of 12 MHz, and reso-
lution of 0.25 MHz (see Table 2 for SKA parameters). Here, we
further assume that the baseline density distribution for LOFAR
and SKA is constant on the u–v plane up to a maximum baseline
Dmax. This is a reasonable approximation for the dense central
core of these experiments which is the only configuration we are
using for the measurements. The cross-correlation is detected
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 3–4 at z = 6 and 4–5 at z = 7
when any of the three C ii options is combined with LOFAR.
There is a factor of a 3 to 4 improvement when combined with
SKA leading to signal-to-noise ratios of 10, 11, and 12 for the
z = 6 cross-correlation with 1, 3, and 10 m options, respec-
tively. At z = 7, the signal-to-noise ratios are 10, 12, and 13,
while at z = 8 they are 3, 4, and 5, respectively. While the C ii
power spectrum cannot be detected at z = 8 using any of the
three options in Table 1, the cross-correlations can be detected
when one of the proposed C ii experiments is combined with
SKA.

The cross-correlation coefficient between C ii and 21 cm
(Figure 13) shows a scale that rCII,HI(k) begins to rise from −1
to 0 due to the size of the ionized bubbles surrounding galaxies
during reionization (Equation (20)). This scale captures both
the size of the typical ionized bubbles and the mean value of
the ionization fraction x̄i . The observational measurement of this
rise-up scale is challenging for a first-generation C ii experiment
involving 1 or 3 m aperture combined with a first-generation
21 cm experiment like LOFAR, but is likely to be feasible with
an improved C ii experiment combined with SKA.

8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have estimated the mean intensity and
the spatial intensity power spectrum of the C ii emission from
galaxies at z > 6. We first calculated the C ii intensity
analytically for both the ISM of galaxies and the diffuse IGM
and showed that the C ii emission from dense gas in the ISM
of galaxies is much stronger than that from the IGM. Then,
to check the analytical calculation, we used the hot gas or the

hot+warm gas from a simulation to find the C ii mass in a halo
and further calculated the C ii number density and intensity. We
found that the two methods are in good agreement especially
at high redshifts we are interested in. Next, we computed the
C ii clustering power spectrum assuming the C ii luminosity is
proportional to the C ii mass, LC ii ∼ MC ii. We compared our
C ii power spectrum with that derived from the LC ii–LCO(1−0)
relation, and found that they are consistent in the 1σ level. We
also explored the contamination of the C ii emission by the CO
lines at lower redshift, and found the contamination can lead to
2% and 30% enhancement of the C ii power spectrum at z = 7
and z = 8.

To reduce the foreground contamination and to improve our
scientific understanding of reionization we propose here a cross-
correlation study between the C ii and 21 cm emission in the
overlapping redshift ranges and the same part of the sky. The
cross-correlation exists since they both trace the same matter
distribution. At large scales the correlation is due to ionized
bubbles surrounding C ii bright galaxies while at smaller scales
both C ii galaxies and ionized bubbles trace the underlying
density field. We have outlined three potential C ii experiments
using 1, 3, and 10 m aperture telescope outfitted with a bolometer
array spectrometer with 64 independent spectral pixels. A 1 or
3 m aperture C ii experiment is matched to a first-generation
21 cm experiment such as LOFAR while an improved C ii
experiment can be optimized to match a second-generation
21 cm experiment like SKA. We find that the overall ability
to extract details on reionization requires a careful coordination
and an optimization of both C ii and 21 cm experiments. We
have not discussed the issues related to foregrounds, including
AGN-dominated radio point sources that dominate the low-
frequency observations and dusty galaxies that dominate the
high-frequency C ii observations and Galactic foregrounds such
as dust and synchrotron. In future papers we will return to these
topics and also expand our discussion related to the instrumental
concept as we improve the existing outline to an actual design.

We thank participants of the Keck Institute for Space Stud-
ies’ (KISS) Billion Years workshop for helpful discussions.
This work was supported by NSF CAREER AST-0645427
and NASA NNX10AD42G at UCI. M.G.S. and M.B.S. ac-
knowledge support from FCT-Portugal under grant PTDC/FIS/
100170/2008.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we summarize a set of key equations
necessary to obtain the final noise power spectrum of the
intensity fluctuation measurements. We focus here on a single
aperture scanning experiment with a bolometer array, but
intensity fluctuation measurements can also be pursued with
interferometric measurements (especially 21 cm and CO).
In the context of 21 cm cross-correlation, we also provide
the interferometer noise formula below without a detailed
derivation.

Unlike the case of CMB, where intensity fluctuation measure-
ments are two-dimensional on the sky with the noise given in
Knox (1995), the C ii line intensity fluctuation measurements we
pursue here are three-dimensional with information related to
the spatial inhomogeneities both in angular and redshift space.
For simplicity, we ignore redshift space distortions here and only
consider a case where spatial variations are isotropic, thus the
three-dimensional power spectrum is directional independent.
The line of sight mode k‖ and angular/transverse mode k⊥ are
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related to each of the k-mode via, k‖ = μk, k⊥ =
√

k2 − k2
‖ , as

a function of the angle in Fourier space μ.
The noise power spectrum of intensity fluctuations take the

form

P C ii
N (k, μ) = Vpix

σ 2
pix

tobs
pix

e(k‖/k1)2+(k⊥/k2)2
, (A1)

where σpix is the noise per detector sensitivity, tobs
pix is the

integration time per beam/pixel, and Vpix is the pixel volume
in real space. The exponential factor captures both the spatial
(k2) and radial (k1) resolution. The spatial resolution is set by the
instrumental beam while the resolution along the radial direction
are set by the spectral bin δν . These are, respectively, k2(z) =
2π/(r(z)θbeam) and k1(z) = H (z)ν/[c(1+z) δν], where r(z) is the
comoving radial distance and H (z) is the Hubble parameter. The
former can be obtained from the integral r(z) = ∫ z

0 c/H (z) dz.
For reference, k1 � 0.29(5 arcmin/θbeam) (h−1 Mpc) and k2 �
0.69(400 MHz/δν) (h−1 Mpc) at z = 7.

The total variance of the power spectrum is then

var[PC ii(k, μ)] = [
PC ii(k) + P C ii

N (k, μ)
]2

, (A2)

where the first team denotes the usual cosmic variance. In the
case where a spherically averaged power spectrum measurement
is pursued, one can simply take the minimum variance estimate
given the above μ-dependent noise associated with the expo-
nential factor. Assuming σpix is μ-independent, the μ-averaged
variance of the power spectrum measurement is then simply
(Lidz et al. 2011)

var[P̄C ii(k)] =
[
PC ii(k) + P̄ C ii

N (k)
]2

Nm(k)
, (A3)

where Nm(k) is the number of total modes that leads to the power
spectrum measurement at each k and

P̄ C ii
N (k) = Vpix

σ 2
pix

tobs
pix

. (A4)

The number of modes at each k for the P (k) measurement is

Nm(k) = 2πk2Δk
VS

(2π )3
, (A5)

where Δk is the Fourier bin size and (2π )3/VS is the resolution
in Fourier space. Note that the result is obtained by integrating
the positive angular parameter only (i.e., 0 < μ = cos(θ ) < 1,
no k < 0 case is considered).

The total survey volume is VS = r(z)2yASBν , where AS is
the survey area (in radians), Bν is the total bandwidth of the
measurement, y = λ(1 + z)2/H (z) is the factor to convert the
frequency intervals to the comoving distance at the wavelength
λ. A useful scaling relation for VS for C ii measurements is

VS(z) = 3.3 × 107(Mpc h−1)3

(
λ

158 μm

) √
1 + z

8

×
(

AS

16 deg2

) (
Bν

20 GHz

)
, (A6)

where λ is the emission line wavelength in the rest frame.
In P̄ C ii

N (k), the volume surveyed by each pixel is Vpix =
r2yApixδν . Here Apix is the spatial area provided by the beam,

or an individual pixel depending on the instrument design (in
radians). A simple scaling relation for Vpix as a function of the
redshift z is

Vpix(z) = 1.1 × 103 (Mpc h−1)3

(
λ

158 μm

)√
1 + z

8

×
(

θbeam

10 arcmin

)2 (
δν

400 MHz

)
. (A7)

Bolometer noise formula.To obtain σpix, for the C ii case with a
bolometer array, we make use of a calculation that estimates
the noise equivalent power of the background (NEPBG) via
the quadrature sum of contributions from Phonon, Johnson,
Shot, and Bose noise terms using these loadings and estimates
of realistic instrument parameters from existing experiments
(e.g., Brevik et al. 2010). Similarly, the total NEPtot of the
instrument is the square root of the quadrature sum of NEPBG
and a detector with NEPDet = 1 × 10−18 W HZ−1/2, a value
readily achieved using current detector technology. NEPtot does
not depend on the size of the telescope aperture; to convert this
to the corresponding noise equivalent flux density (NEFD) in
Jy s1/2 we use

NEFD = NEPtot

ηsysA
√

2Δν exp (−ηsky)
, (A8)

where A is the area of the telescope aperture. The numerical
values obtained are in Table 1.

21 cm interferometer noise formula. When estimating the
cross-correlation, for simplicity, we assume that the noise power
spectrum amplitude P 21 cm

N is a constant and it takes the form
(e.g., Santos et al. 2010)

P 21 cm
N (k, θ ) = D2

Ay(z)
λ4T 2

sys

A2
tott0n (DAk sin(θ )/2π )

, (A9)

where DA is the comoving angular diameter distance, Atot is
the collecting area for one element of the interferometer, t0
is the total integration time and the function n() captures the
baseline density distribution on the plane perpendicular to the
line of sight, assuming that it is already rotationally invariant (k
is the moduli of the wave mode k and θ is the angle between k
and the line of sight; Santos et al. 2011; Gong et al. 2011). The
values are LOFAR and SKA are tabulated in Table 2.
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